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We Are Level-Headed Soccer Parents
We encourage our children to participate in soccer in order to learn important life
lessons in grit, determination, friendship, personal and team achievement, and to
give them an advantage when it comes to having a healthy lifestyle.
We are Level-Headed Parents who
believe in a fulfilling youth soccer
experience. We are cognizant of not
being over-involved, yet we want to
make certain our children’s youth
soccer environment promotes fun
and makes them want to stay
involved in sports.
We understand and appreciate the fact that our children will learn both through
defeat and victory.
Do we get stressed sometimes?
Yes, of course we do.
Our children underperform, make big mistakes, don’t get a lot of playing time,
get injured, or possibly have a coach they don’t get along with.
As parents, we wonder how to help our children develop a stronger mindset, we
need guidance and support on interacting with the coach and the club, strategies
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for

dealing with Crazy Soccer Parents on the sidelines and ways to help our

children fulfill their dreams of playing at the next level and/or thrive at their
current level.
We don’t expect our children to be National Team players and we don’t carry
unrealistic expectations for them to go on to a professional career. We are LevelHeaded Parents who simply want our children to live up to their potential
athletically – whatever that may be.

Why isn’t the youth soccer experience as fulfilling as it
could be?
As parents, we are uniquely positioned as champions for our children and
with some guidance, alliances and soccer knowledge - we will be the
difference makers when it comes to improving the overall landscape of
youth soccer.
It’s important to remember fulfilling youth soccer experiences play out in
communities, clubs and with great coaches all over the country. The problem is
that they don't happen often enough.
Coaches need to improve:

Many coaches need to improve when it comes to

emotional intelligence, coaching skills and knowledge of the game.

There are

some real and significant calls to action soccer leaders need to consider when it
comes to our processes for developing players and educating coaches.
Parents need to improve:

This isn't just an issue with the Crazy Soccer
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Parents.

ALL parents need to get more engaged, especially the Level-Headed

Parents. We are the ones who can bring perspective to the youth game, demand
more/different/better of coaches and clubs and put our children on a path
towards developing the life lessons we seek for them.
Parents and Coaches Need to Collaborate:
The relationship between the parents and coaches needs to be improved. As
parents, we should be able to seek advice and support from the coaches and
clubs, just as we are able to seek support from teachers and administrators when
our children have an issue with school.
While sometimes the relationship between coach and parent is a strong one, too
often it is not, and a parent-coach divide is evident.

There are three primary reasons for the divide between
parents and coaches:
1. Parents Need (to Want) More Information!
2. The Parent-Coach Relationship Needs More Trust
3. Crazy Soccer Parents Have Ruined It for the Level-Headed Parents!

1. Parents Need (to Want) More Information
An important and often missing step to the social and organizational change
youth soccer so desperately needs is engaging, educating and supporting
parents.
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This is often a missing step because parents don't understand how important it is
for them to be more involved, appreciate the need for education, or desire to be
more engaged.
There are six primary areas in which parents need more information and
education, the 6 Pillars of a Fulfilling Youth Soccer Experience:

Mind, Body,

Coach, Game, Next Level, and Parent.
When parents learn more about these key areas – the game will be
elevated.

2. The Parent-Coach Relationship Needs More Trust
When the parentcoach relationship
is a positive one
the players benefit
with an improved
experience. Aside
from a parent, the
coach is often the
most influential
adult figure in the
life of a child – and so the quality of the parent-coach relationship is important.
When the parent-coach relationship is riddled with stress and a lack of trust, as it
frequently is, the players are often the ones to suffer.
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The first step to building trust between parents and coaches is to evaluate what
trustful qualities parents and coaches demonstrate in interactions with one
another.
Do the parents:
·

Demonstrate respect

·

Listen first?

·

Extend trust?

·

Release their child to the game?

·

Have realistic expectations for the team, coach and their child?

Do the coaches:
·

Demonstrate respect? (this goes two ways)

·

Have the qualifications to coach at the level they are working?

·

Set clear expectations for players and parents?

·

Have a willingness to have difficult conversations?

·

Genuinely try to be honest in all conversations?

3. The Crazy Soccer Parents Have Ruined It for the LevelHeaded Parents!
Our youth soccer culture is one filled with stories of Crazy Soccer Parents. They
are the stories that take the headlines in newspaper articles and result in books
being written such as:
Are parents ruining youth sports? Fewer kids play amid pressure (The Washington Post)
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Crazed youth sports parents, you've gotta ease up (CNN)
How parents are ruining youth sports (Boston Globe)
Game On: The All American Race to Make Champions of Our Children (Tom Farrey)

These Crazy Soccer Parent stories have unfortunately created a negative
impression of all soccer parents and the results of these stories can’t be ignored
in our culture when it comes to coaches' perceptions of how parents will
potentially respond and behave.
Level-Headed Parents often change behavior so as not to be perceived as
Crazy Parents.
Because of the negative perception of soccer parents, Level-Headed Parents often
don’t ask questions or stand up to poor coaching behaviors, and we often put up
with a lack of professionalism on the part of the coach because we don’t want to
be perceived as “that parent.”
Time and time again coaches characterize all parents as the problem when only a
small percentage are.
Level-Headed Soccer Parents are not the problem, we are the SOLUTION.
It’s time to take our voice back.
It’s time to believe in the possibility of a FULFILLING youth soccer experience –
and to take our voices back from the Crazy Soccer Parents who have distracted
the environment in which we want to see our children thrive.
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What Can the Level-Headed Soccer Parents Do?
It’s time for Level-Headed Soccer Parents to work with coaches to ensure the best
interest of the children is what drives all decisions.
It’s time for Level-Headed Soccer Parents to learn valuable information about the
best developmental environment for their children based on age and skill level, so
we are equipped to demand an exceptional environment from our coaches and
clubs.
It’s time for Level-Headed Soccer Parents to have information related to the
mental side of the game readily available so we can help our child develop a high
performance mindset which they can take with them for life.
It’s time for Level-Headed Soccer Parents to be confident in the decisions we
make when our child is showing some extraordinary skills and talents so our child
is assured growth and development towards the attainment of their future goals.
It’s time for Level-Headed Soccer Parents to seek and receive the support we
need from youth soccer experts with the best of intentions so we can be the
soccer parent we intend to be, and so our children will thrive.
It is possible for our children to have the FULFILLING youth sports
experience. It will be different for each child based on their athletic potential,
mentality and skill level – but it can still be FULFILLING.
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A FULFILLING YOUTH SOCCER EXPERIENCE
What is a fulfilling youth soccer experience?
First and foremost, we can’t disregard the importance of fun in sports. Study
after study (Gill, Gross, & Huddleston, 1983; Klint & Weiss, 1986) says FUN is the
#1 driving factor in why kids play sports. If our kids are having fun, they will
continue playing. If they continue playing, they are more likely to grow
into healthy adults and develop the life skills we seek for them through
sport.
Kids will have fun when they have a FULFILLING YOUTH SOCCER EXPERIENCE.
We must believe the FULFILLING YOUTH SOCCER EXPERIENCE STORIES,
such as these that follow, can play out in the soccer lives of our children:
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How do we establish an environment where these
FULFILLING YOUTH SOCCER EXPERIENCE STORIES are the
reality?
We can facilitate this type of environment, one that keeps kids playing, by
focusing on the 6 Pillars of a Fulfilling Youth Soccer Experience. These pillars are
the bricks that line the path to being a Level-Headed Soccer Parent.

But before we get to the 6 PILLARS let’s discuss the 6 SOCCER PARENTING
VALUE STATEMENTS that correspond to the 6 PILLARS.
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6 SOCCER PARENTING VALUE STATEMENTS
The 6 Soccer Parenting Value Statements are what drives our commitment to our
behavior as it relates to how we feel about our child's experiences. Remembering
these Value Statements can positively affect how we interact with our child, the
coach, other family members, the club and other players and parents.
ACTIVE HEALTH
We acknowledge the importance of long-term athletic development and we
understand that youth soccer participation supports an active lifestyle; the longer
children continue to play sports, the more likely they are to be healthy and active
adults.
COACH INTEGRITY
We acknowledge the positive impact a coach can have on the child’s life, and we
commit to holding coaches to a high standard of integrity, professionalism and
compassion so our children feel optimistic about their potential, even in the face
of defeat.
LIFE LESSONS
We support our children’s youth soccer participation because we want them to
develop grit, determination, and resiliency while learning the empathy,
compassion and solidarity that will make them caring and committed adults.
SOCCER KNOWELDGE
We foster our children’s love of soccer by seeking to educate ourselves about the
rules, nuances and intricacies of the game.
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LOVE OF THE GAME
We acknowledge that every child has varying levels of athletic potential and we
seek to establish an environment where ALL children can play youth soccer
because they LOVE TO PLAY, not because they want a college scholarship or a
professional contract.
BALANCED OUTLOOK
We seek to use a clear perspective when making soccer choices for our children,
ensuring the decisions are in the best interest of our child’s long-term happiness,
contentment and positive attitude.
When we use the 6 Soccer Parenting Value Statements as a guide
towards shaping our parenting behavior while simultaneously seeking
information, guidance, support and education related to the 6 PILLARS
OF A FULFILLING YOUTH SOCCER EXPERIENCE, our children will be on
the path towards having a soccer experience in which they thrive.
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6 PILLARS OF A FULFILLING YOUTH SOCCER EXPERIENCE
There are 6 primary areas parents should seek information, guidance, support
and education when it comes to our children’s youth soccer experience.
1. The Mind
2. The Body
3. The Coach
4. The Game
5. The Next Level
6. The Parent
These 6 PILLARS OF A FULFILLING YOUTH SOCCER EXPERIENCE are the essential
building blocks to our children thriving and each pillar is described in detail in the
following pages.
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THE MIND
As parents, we play a unique and important role when it comes to helping our
children develop the mental skills needed to be successful in sports – and
ultimately to be successful in life.
Dan Abrahams, a SoccerParenting.com Expert and author of Soccer Tough,
Soccer Tough II and Soccer Brain chimed in during a SoccerParenting.com
interview to discuss the unique role a parent can play. He said:
“I actually think that is an area that a parent can get really involved in. I think
that parents, where they can go wrong, are in being the coach themselves.
In general, for the parent getting involved from the technical, tactical and physical
side of things is probably not the best way to facilitate the process in which your
child develops as a soccer player. But I do think the mental side – and this is the
beauty of it – is an area where you can be very involved.”

The mental side of the game, according to Jack Lesyk, Ph.D of the Ohio Center
for Sport Psychology consists of 9 Qualities of an Athletes' Mentality.

9 Qualities of an Athletes' Mentality
1. Choose and maintain a positive attitude.
2. Maintain a high level of self-motivation.
3. Set high, realistic goals.
4. Deal effectively with people.
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5. Use positive self-talk.
6. Use positive mental imagery.
7. Manage anxiety effectively.
8. Manage their emotions effectively.
9. Maintain concentration.
The research of Dr. Carol Dweck and Growth Mindset is significantly related to an
athletes' mentality and parents should be up to speed with the latest research on
grit and growth mindset.
Key areas where parents can make a real, significant difference is in how we talk,
the words we use with our children when we both praise them and talk to them
when they are upset.
I

I love this picture of my daughter. To me,
this demonstrates the grit, determination
and resiliency I hope she will realize
through her sports participation. She got
back up after being knocked down, she is
not complaining, she is working through
some discomfort, going to get some help
and persevering.
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BODY
As parents, we feel stressed when our children are pulled in multiple directions
when it comes to sports participation, extra curricular activities and academics.
We seek to find the appropriate balance for our children and we need information
when it comes to our children’s long-term health.
There are countless issues that arise related to the BODY, our children
and youth soccer:
1. Multiple sports participation vs. specialization
2. Rest and recovery
3. Fitness
4. Minor injury treatments
5. Concussion protocols
6. Long Term Athletic Development
7. Physical literacy
8. Periodization
9. How to handle growth spurts

Dr. John Cone, owner of Fitfor90, is an expert on soccer fitness, recovery and
injury prevention, as well as a Coach Educator for U.S. Soccer explains
periodization and the importance of recovery in a SoccerParenting.com interview:
“When you do a hard training session, imagine you are putting someone
underwater. Depending on how hard it is, and how far you push them
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under, it is going take a while for them to bob back up. When they come
back up, THAT is the moment we want to hit them with another training
stimulus. When they are under water and they are fatigued, if we hit them
with another stimulus, we are just pushing them deeper under water. It
takes them longer to get back up now. So, by holding them under water
(overtraining) we are putting them on this negative pathway. If we let
them come back up, then they will come further out of the water each time
so they are therefore increasing their performance level.”
When we educate ourselves about these important topics and therefore
make smart decisions for our children, injuries will be prevented and our
children will develop the physical literacy skills they need to fulfill their
athletic potential.
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COACH
I started SoccerParenting.com because I was not happy with the training and
developmental environment in which my young child was participating.
Because of my coaching and playing background, it was clear to me that the
environment was not good enough. The coaches were not qualified and lacked
the soccer education, teaching ability and communication skills needed to work
with my child’s age group.

While I played witness to this environment each week and the stress was
mounting for me, I realized that the majority of parents on the sidelines
had no issues or concerns when it came to the soccer environment. They
simply didn’t understand how much better it should be.
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It became clear to me, in that season, that soccer will not progress if the parents
are not better equipped and confident in demanding the most appropriate and
exhilarating environment for their children. When parents are confident and
empowered – the level of coaching will improve and our children will benefit – not
just on the field, but in life.
In the SoccerParenting.com article entitled “Coaching the Thought, the
Awareness, the Decision Making,” I express what type of coach I seek for my
child:
“I seek a coach who cares about my child's personal and athletic
development. I seek a coach who is hard working, focused, determined,
thoughtful, inspiring, and relentless in their determination to make each
player better. I seek a coach who has the ability to break the game down
into the simple details, introducing my child’s mind to the beautiful game of
soccer.
Just as every child should strive to be a quality player – every coach should
strive to be a quality coach.”
We need to celebrate the GREAT coaches, demand education for the less
equipped coaches, and set realistic and clear expectations for our recreation
level, volunteer parent coaches.
We must bridge the gaps that too often exist between parents and our youth
coaches. The lines of communication must be opened and parents and coaches
must continually seek to cooperate in order to help our children have the most
fulfilling youth soccer experience possible.
Bridging the gap is essential.
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With communication, collaboration and honest, trust-filled and open conversation,
plus a continual focus on what is best for the children, the gap between parents
and coaches will be closed.
When it is, our children and families will benefit.
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GAME
While it’s certainly not necessary for a parent to understand higher level tactics
when it comes to soccer and our child’s participation, it is important a parent is
armed with information about the rules and nuances of the game and how the
game should be taught – in order to best support our child and determine the
most appropriate environment for them.

I have sat at far too many youth soccer games where parents are screaming
“Boot It” to their child, or where the cheers get loud and exciting when a child
runs up to a ball and kicks it aimlessly down the field, high off the ground so it
seems like a fantastic play that must be celebrated.
I have listened to far too many parents scream at referees for “improperly”
calling fouls or off-side because the parent does not know the rules of the game
(or how inappropriate it is to scream at a referee).
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I have been witness to too many soccer practices where the young players were
standing in lines and only 2 balls were on the field with 12 young players – and
parents watching felt it was a great environment because it seemed organized,
the kids were patient and there were lots of cones on the field.
is an Expert Contributor for SoccerParenting.com. In his article entitled “Parents:
What to Expect of A Youth Soccer Practice“ he describes the perfect environment
a parent should seek and demand for their young child. Erik discusses the 3
Deadly L’s – Laps, Lines and Lectures and provides concrete advice to parents on
how they can help when the environment is sub-par.
Parents being empowered through education related to the Game is an important
step towards a fulfilling youth soccer experience for our children. As parents
understand nuances of the game and the rules, we will eliminate some irrational
sideline behaviors and empowered parents can demand an improved training
environment from our coaches and clubs.
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NEXT LEVEL
Just as our children have varying capacities and qualities and aptitudes when it
comes to school, our children have varying capacities when it comes to youth
soccer. A tiny handful of our children will go on to play collegiately, even fewer
will play professionally and an even tinier portion will have the honor of
representing their country.
Our children will be most
satisfied and thrive when they
are in an environment that
challenges them, but is not
ultimately beyond or beneath
their capacities. When children
are playing in the wrong
environment they don’t have fun, they don’t develop a love of the game, and
often quit playing.
When we understand and embrace our child’s athletic potential and mentality and
seek an environment that best suits them, even if that means moving to a less
demanding team or seeking additional opportunities for them to be challenged,
we assist our child in developing a love of the game.
The fundamental reasons we have our children participate in youth soccer
becomes quickly obscured when a parent starts having hopes and dreams for
their 9 year old to play in college, or when a youth coach or club publishes more
information on social media about the colleges their players have committed to
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instead of the life and player development that is happening through sport.
Tony DiCicco, former U.S. Women’s National Team Coach and owner of
SoccerPlus Camps discusses the mentality we should encourage our children to
develop in order to move to the Next Level in his article entitled: “3 Lessons for
Parents from our U.S. National Teams.” He discusses:
1. Keep your eyes on the prize
2. Be ready when opportunity knocks
3. Positive individual leadership is a formula for success
Regardless of what the Next Level is for each of our children, the focus needs to
remain on them developing a love for the game, as that will take all of them,
regardless of their capacity to play at a high level, far in life.
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PARENT
Being a soccer parent is
challenging. We must
consistently seek balance
and clarity when making
decisions for our children.
The life lessons our
children learn through
soccer participation are
significant and exciting.
How we interact with our children, the decisions we make for them along the
way, the relationships we form with coaches and other parents are an important
part of the youth soccer journey.
In his SoccerParenting.com expert article “Dear Parents: Silence is Golden,” Todd
Beane, founder of TOVO Academy and the Cruyff Education Foundation, son-inlaw to soccer legend, Johan Cruyff, encourages parents to think and evaluate
their behavior on the sidelines as it relates to the soccer and life development of
their children.
He states:
Barring an injury, there is not a whole lot that can go wrong after ninety
minutes. One team will lose and one team will win. Our kids go for the win
and see where they stand when the whistle blows. Last time I checked,
every time a soccer match has been played throughout history, the sun rose
the next day. Every single time.
That converts into a 100% return on the investment to celebrate with
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respect or to recover with resilience. You as a parent have 100% opportunity
to be there for either result and have full power to be the parent your child
wants – one that does not attach love to the score line.
What do we want for our children when it comes to their youth soccer
experience? Are we able to maintain a level-headed perspective when making
decisions for our children – even when they posses some real and significant
talent?
I want, more than anything,
for my children to develop a
love of the game that they
will take with them into their
adult life. I want this because I
have witnessed first hand the
power of soccer in the world to
bring people together. Unlike
any other sport, soccer is a global pastime enjoyed by the world.
In my article entitled “The Powerful and Remarkable Language of Soccer” I
describe the tremendous sense of excitement I personally felt as a young adult
traveling with a soccer ball in tow – juggling with strangers in an airport. Soccer
is a world-game and it is a language unto itself. When our children develop a love
for the game, they are developing a means of communicating with the world.
They may be new to a job and not know their coworkers, they may not speak the
language in a country to which they are visiting, or possibly they won’t share the
culture of the people they find themselves surrounded by in college or in life - but
soccer is a language unto itself and has proven, time and time again, to be a
force that bonds and joins people.
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It is Possible – We Can Show You How
The expectation for a fulfilling youth soccer environment for our children is
realistic.
The 6 Fulfilling Youth Soccer Stories are at our fingertips. The environment we
seek is possible when parents are presented with more information, with
expert advice, with the support we need to make the most appropriated
decisions for our children and when coaches and clubs consistently strive
to improve.
The mission of the Institute for Soccer Parenting is to enhance every child's youth
soccer experience by engaging, educating, supporting and advocating for parents.
If you are a Level-Headed Parent who is committed to providing your child with a
fulfilling youth soccer experience by acknowledging your part in the process, if
you would like to support the Institute for Soccer Parenting Mission and Value
Statements, plus have access to all of our articles and interviews, and the new
content that is published regularly, join us at SoccerParenting.com.
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TAKE THE NEXT STEP:

Let us support you as you help your
children have the most fulfilling youth
soccer experience possible
You’ll find hundreds of articles and interviews covering the
6 Pillars of Soccer Parenting: Mind, Body, Coach, Game,
Next Level and Parent.

The ebook you’ve just read has covered the building blocks
of the Fulfilling Youth Soccer Experience: Giving you a solid
overview of key areas to consider as a Level-Headed Soccer
Parent and providing you with Value Statements to guide
your behavior and decisions. There's so much more.

What if you could ensure your children had a
fulfilling youth soccer experience?

